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olcapone Effects on Gating, Working Memory, and
ood Interact with the Synonymous

atechol-O-methyltransferase rs4818C/G Polymorphism
anos Roussos, Stella G. Giakoumaki, and Panos Bitsios

ackground: The functional catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) valine158methionine (val158met) polymorphism determines prepulse
nhibition (PPI) levels and working memory performance and the effects of tolcapone on these functions. Here, we explored the effects of the
ynonymous COMT rs4818 C/G polymorphism and tolcapone on PPI and working memory.

ethods: Thirteen G/G (low prefrontal cortex [PFC] dopamine [DA]) and 12 C/C (high PFC DA) healthy male subjects entered and
ompleted the study. Subjects participated in two weekly sessions associated with either acute oral tolcapone (200 mg) or placebo
ccording to a balanced, crossover, double-blind design. Prepulse inhibition was assessed with 5 dB and 15 dB above background prepulses
t 30-msec, 60-msec, and 120-msec intervals. Subjective mood and working memory performance (n-back and letter-number sequencing)
ere also assessed.

esults: Prepulse inhibition was lower and reaction time in the n-back was slower in the G/G compared with the C/C group in the placebo
ondition. Tolcapone increased PPI and improved performance in both working memory tasks in the G/G group only. Baseline startle was
reater in the C/C group and was not affected by tolcapone. Mood profile was worse in the C/C group and tended to deteriorate with

olcapone. Status of val158met alone could not explain these results.

onclusions: Catechol-O-methyltransferase haplotype analyses are essential in future research. Prepulse inhibition and working memory
ay both relate to PFC DA levels according to an inverted U-shaped curve function. Tolcapone could be potentially useful in the treatment

f conditions with deficient sensorimotor gating and working memory such as schizophrenia and prodromal states but only in a genotype-

pecific manner.
ey Words: Cognition, COMT, prefrontal cortex, prepulse inhibi-
ion, synonymous COMT rs4818C/G polymorphism, tolcapone

everal lines of evidence suggest that the catechol-O-meth-
yltransferase (COMT) enzyme is an important determinant
of prefrontal cortex (PFC) performance during executive

ognition by enhancing prefrontal physiological efficiency. The
ajority of the literature has focused on the functional rs4680

aline158methionine (val158met) polymorphism, where findings
upport that met158 allele loading, which results in optimal PFC
opamine (DA) levels, is dose dependently associated with
uperior performance on cognitive tests assessing executive func-
ion, as well as prefrontal physiology as assessed by neuroimaging
1,2). Nevertheless, there is abundant evidence that synonymous,
ilent polymorphisms may play a significant role in the modulation
f the COMT expression levels in the PFC. The rs4818 C/G is a
ynonymous polymorphism that tags a haplotype that affects
essenger RNA (mRNA) stability and therefore protein abun-
ance and activity over an 18-fold difference (3). The C and G
llele frequencies range from 52% to 58% and 42% to 48%,
espectively, in Caucasians (Perlegen Human Genome Resources
http://genome.perlegen.com/] and HapMap Project [http://
ww.hapmap.org]). A recent meta-analysis of the COMT gene in

he SZGene database (http://www.schizophreniaforum.org/res/
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sczgene/meta.asp?geneID�420) showed that the rs4818 is the
COMT polymorphism most strongly associated with schizophre-
nia, while no significant effect was revealed for the rs4680
polymorphism (4). If this large difference between these two
polymorphisms is not due to common publication bias (rs4818:
four studies, rs4680: 30 studies), it might be secondary to the
rs4818 polymorphism accounting for a greater variation of the
COMT activity compared with rs4680 (3).

Prepulse inhibition (PPI) is thought to reflect sensorimotor
gating, a form of central nervous system inhibition wherein
irrelevant sensory information is filtered out during the early
stages of processing so that attention can be focused on more
salient features of the environment (5). Prepulse inhibition in
rodents is modulated by activity in a well-defined cortico-striato-
pallido-pontine circuitry (6,7), which has been confirmed with
neuroimaging studies in human subjects (8–12). Consistent with
these neuroimaging findings and the notion that sensorimotor
gating is important in human cognition (13), neuropsychological
studies show that higher PPI levels predict superior executive
function (14–17). Deficient PPI is well documented in conditions
with frontostriatal pathology and deficient executive function
such as schizophrenia (18–20).

Suboptimal PFC DA levels conferred by the COMT val158
allele are associated with lower PPI in healthy men (21) and
schizophrenia patients (22). Moreover, the nonstimulant COMT
inhibitor tolcapone, which leads to relatively specific increases in
PFC DA (2,23–25), improved PPI (26), working memory perfor-
mance (26,27), and prefrontal efficiency (27) in healthy val158
homozygotes who have lower PFC DA concentrations at baseline
but worsened the performance of met/met individuals who have
high PFC DA concentrations and operate near or at ceiling levels
at baseline. These effects taken together are consistent with the

increasingly accepted model of the inverted U-shaped relation-

BIOL PSYCHIATRY 2009;66:997–1004
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hip between PFC DA signaling and PFC function (28,29).
owever, the possibility remains that these effects may be

pecific to the val158met COMT polymorphism.
In the present study, we investigated the impact of the

ynonymous rs4818 COMT polymorphism on PPI and working
emory in healthy male subjects after administration of placebo
r tolcapone. Similar to the val158met polymorphism, we pre-
icted that tolcapone would improve PPI and working memory
n G/G homozygotes (high expressed enzyme activity leading to
ow tonic DA PFC signaling), while it would decrease or have no
ffect on these functions in C/C homozygotes (low expressed
nzyme activity leading to high tonic DA PFC signaling).

ethods and Materials

ubjects
We restricted the sample to men to avoid additional cognitive

unction and PPI variability related to gender and menstrual cycle
n women (30,31), likely to be mediated partly by transcriptional
egulation of COMT activity by estrogens (32,33). Twenty-eight
ealthy male subjects were recruited from a previous cohort that
ad participated in a study examining the effects of the COMT
s4818 polymorphism on cognition (34) and was independent
rom the cohort examining the effects of the COMT val158met
olymorphism on PPI (21) and the effects of tolcapone (26).
ased on availability, we selected subjects so as to form two
qual homozygote groups (C/C, n � 14; G/G, n � 14). All
ubjects had previously undergone extensive assessments (34),
ut they had a new urine toxicology screening before testing.
he study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Univer-
ity of Crete. All participants gave written informed consent
efore screening.

esign and Drugs
Subjects participated in two weekly sessions associated with

ither single, acute oral tolcapone (200 mg) or placebo (35) in
dentical capsules. Within each separate genotype group, sub-
ects were allocated to sessions and treatments according to a
alanced, crossover, double-blind design. All phenotypic assess-
ents were performed by an investigator (S.G.G.) blind to
enotype and drug status.

ssessment of Mood, PPI, and Working Memory
This was identical to our previous tolcapone study (26) and is

escribed in detail in Supplement 1. Briefly, we administered the
rofile of Mood States (POMS) (36) questionnaire before and
fter treatment to assess subjective mood. To elicit the startle
esponse and assess PPI, we used 12 pulse-alone (40 msec, 115
B) and 36 prepulse (20 msec, 75 dB and 85 dB) trials with
hree lead intervals (30, 60, and 120 msec) and 6 no-stimulus
NOSTIM) trials. Equipment descriptions, setup, and scoring
riteria have been previously described in detail (37). We used a
omputerized version of the n-back sequential letter task (38)
nd the Letter Number Sequencing (LNS) task from the Wechsler
dult Intelligence Scale (39) to assess working memory.

tatistical Analysis
Demographic data were compared between the groups using

ne-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Pretreatment and post-
reatment changes in each POMS scale were compared using
eparate 2 � 2 (genotype � treatment) ANOVAs. The mean
ackground electromyograph (EMG) activity from the six NOSTIM
rials was subjected to separate 2 � 2 (genotype � treatment)

NOVAs. Startle data from the 12 pulse-alone trials were collapsed

ww.sobp.org/journal
in four blocks of three trials each and the means of each block were
subjected to a 2 � 2 � 4 (genotype � treatment � block) ANOVA.
The maximum amplitudes of the raw EMG responses from
each trial were averaged across all trials of the same type.
Percentage PPI ([(Amplitudepulse-alone � Amplitudeprepulse–pulse)/
Amplitudepulse-alone] � 100) was analyzed with 2 � 2 � 2 � 3
(genotype � treatment � prepulse � interval) ANOVA. Perfor-
mance variables from the neuropsychological tests were ana-
lyzed using ANOVAs with genotype as the between-subject and
treatment, difficulty level, and order (drug then placebo or
placebo then drug) as the within-subject factors. All repeated
measures with more than 1 degree of freedom were Greenhouse-
Geisser corrected, with the corrected p and the ε-values reported.
Effect sizes (partial �2) were also reported. Since group compar-
isons were planned and hypothesis-driven, we did not consider
Bonferroni (or false discovery rate [FDR]) correction of the
threshold of statistical significance was necessary.

Results

One G/G and two C/C individuals failed to complete the
study and were excluded from the analyses. There were no
differences in age, years of education, IQ, and smoking status
between the two genotype groups (Table 1).

Subjective Mood
Figure 1 shows the pretreatment and posttreatment scores in

the seven POMS items for the two genotype groups. The C/C
group presented with higher fatigue [Fgroup(1,23) � 4.89, p � .05],
tension [Fgroup(1,23) � 4.7, p � .05], confusion [Fgroup(1,23) � 5.61,
p � .05], and mood disturbance [Fgroup(1,23) � 3.94, p � .058]
than the G/G homozygotes. Separate 2 � 2 (treatment �
genotype) ANOVAs of the �scores in the POMS ratings did not
reveal significant main effects of treatment, genotype, or inter-
action (all p � .06), although tolcapone tended to increase anger
in the C/C with the opposite effect in the G/G group [treatment
by genotype interaction: F (1,23) � 3.23, p � .086].

Basal EMG and Startle Characteristics
There were no genotype or treatment main effects or interac-

tion on background EMG, startle onset, or peak latencies (all p �
.1) (Table 2). The 2 � 2 � 4 (treatment � genotype � block)
ANOVA of startle in pulse-alone trials showed significant main
effects of block indicating habituation [F (3,66) � 4.99, p � .01,
ε � .716, �2 � .18] and genotype [F (1,22) � 5.1, p � .05, �2 �
.187] with the C/C group presenting with higher startle amplitude
(Table 2) (all other p � .2). These results were not altered when
smoking status was included as an additional between-subject
factor or when �anger scores were taken as the covariates.
However, the effect of genotype on startle was no longer
significant [F (1,20) � 3.4, p � .08, �2 � .146] after covarying for
pretreatment fatigue levels, suggesting that higher startle in the

Table 1. Demographic Characteristics (Mean � SD) for the Two Genotype
Groups Under the Two Treatment Conditions

G/G (n � 13) C/C (n � 12) F p

Age (Years) 24.6 � 4.1 24.6 � 2.9 �1 �.1
Education (Years) 16.9 � 2.6 17.3 � 1.9 �1 �.1
IQ 107.7 � 8.3 110.4 � 8.1 �1 �.1
Smokers/Nonsmokers 7/6 6/6 x2 � .04 �.1

IQ, intelligence quotient.
C/C genotype could be attributed to higher fatigue.
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Because we had previously hypothesized that tolcapone-
nduced increase in baseline startle in met158 homozygotes may
ave been due to tolcapone-induced dysphoric mood in those
ubjects (26), we constructed a series of regression analyses to
xplore whether variance in tolcapone-induced mood changes
ndependently contributed to variance in tolcapone-induced
ffects on baseline startle. For each separate genotype group, we
ntered the �pulse-alone score as the dependent variable and
he pure � effects of tolcapone (defined as the placebo-tolca-
one difference of the � [pretreatment and posttreatment]
cores) on each POMS measure in a forward regression analysis.
his analysis showed that in the C/C group only, the effect of
olcapone on tension predicted significantly (t � 2.9, p � .02)
6.1% of the variance in the tolcapone-induced increase in
aseline startle, while the tolcapone effects on tension, fatigue,
nd confusion together predicted 64% of the variance in tolca-
one-induced increase in baseline startle. Table S1 in Supple-
ent 1 shows the Pearson’s correlations between pure �scores in

ach POMS measure and �pulse-alone in the C/C and G/G
roups. Baseline startle in the placebo or tolcapone condition did
ot correlate significantly with any of the pretreatment or post-
reatment POMS ratings in any genotype group or the entire
ample (all p � .1).

igure 1. Pretreatment and posttreatment ratings of the Profile of Mood Sta
epresent SEM. Please note the difference in scale for Mood disturbance
olcapone] � occasion [pretreatment, posttreatment]) analysis of variance

Table 2. Startle Characteristics (Mean � SD) for the Tw

G/

Placebo

Background EMG Activity (	V) 13.6 � 5.5
Mean Baseline Startle (	V) 214.4 � 125
Startle Onset Latency (msec) 44.4 � 4.9
Startle Peak Latency (msec) 61.4 � 3.9

EMG, electromyography.

aSignificant difference from G/G group p � .05.
Prepulse Inhibition
Figure 2 shows that, compared with placebo, tolcapone had

opposite effects on percentage PPI in the two genotypes,
confirmed by a significant treatment � genotype interaction
[F (1,23) � 6.9, p � .05, �2 � .23] in the overall 2 � 2 � 2 � 3
(genotype � treatment � prepulse � interval) ANOVA. There
were also significant main effects of prepulse [F (1,23) � 38.1,
p � .001, �2 � .624] and interval [F (2,46) � 40.1, p � .001; ε �
.791, �2 � .636] (all other p � .2). None of the effects above was
altered when smoking status was included as an additional
between-subject factor or the pretreatment fatigue or the �anger
scores were taken as the covariates. Follow-up of the significant
treatment � genotype interaction revealed that tolcapone signif-
icantly increased PPI in the G/G [Ftreatment(1,12) � 5.43, p � .05,
�2 � .311] but had no effect in the C/C group [Ftreatment(1,11) �
1.8, p � .2]. The C/C had higher % PPI in the placebo condition
compared with the G/G group (Figure 2) as confirmed by a 2 �
2 � 3 (genotype � prepulse � interval) ANOVA for the placebo
data only [Fgenotype(1,23) � 5.47, p � .05, �2 � .192]. Figure S1
in Supplement 1 shows higher percentage PPI in a CC subgroup
matched for baseline startle with the GG group (see Supplement
1 for details).

ems for the two genotype groups under the two treatment conditions. Bars
igor. *p � .05 after a 2 � 2 � 2 (group [CC, GG] � treatment [placebo,

arison.

otype Groups Under the Two Treatment Conditions

C/C

Tolcapone Placebo Tolcapone

14.0 � 3.4 13.9 � 5.7 12.3 � 3.9
43.5 � 120 402.5 � 237a 409.9 � 234a

44.6 � 4.9 41.9 � 5.2 41.7 � 5.3
61.5 � 2.9 61.9 � 3.7 62.3 � 3.9
tes it
and V
o Gen

G

2
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europsychological Tests
N-Back Reaction Times. The overall 2 � 2 � 2 � 3 (geno-

ype � treatment � order � difficulty) ANOVA revealed signif-
cant main effects of difficulty level [F (2,42) � 3.6, p � .05, ε �
917, �2 � .148] and treatment [F (1,21) � 10.0, p � .01, �2 � .323]
nd a significant treatment by genotype interaction [F (1,21) �
.6, p � .05, �2 � .179], which remained significant after
ovarying for IQ [F (1,20) � 4.4, p � .05] but not for pretreatment
atigue levels [F (1,19) � 1.9, p � .1] (all other p � .1). Follow-up
NOVAs confirmed a significant treatment effect in the G/G

F (1,11) � 10.9, p � .01, �2 � .498] but not in the C/C group (F �
) (Figure 3, top); in the latter, only the treatment by difficulty
nteraction was significant, confirming some improvement in the
-back condition with tolcapone. There was a trend for shorter
eaction times in the C/C Group (p � .07).

Correct Responses. We found only a significant difficulty
ain effect [F (2,42) � 5.0, p � .05, ε � .734, �2 � .193] (all other

igure 3. Reaction time (top) and correct responses (middle) for the n-back t

enotype groups under the two treatment conditions. Bars represent SEM.

ww.sobp.org/journal
p � .08). Accuracy was not different between the two genotypes
in the placebo condition.

Letter Number Sequencing. The overall 2 � 2 � 2 � 7
(genotype � treatment � order � difficulty) ANOVA of the
accuracy data revealed significant main effects of difficulty
[F (6,126) � 217.27, p � .000, ε � .462, �2 � .912] and treatment
[F (1,21) � 4.62, p � .05, �2 � .180] and significant treatment �
genotype interaction [F (1,21) � 5.43, p � .05, �2 � .206], which
remained significant after covarying for IQ [F (1,20) � 7.4, p �
.02] but not for pretreatment fatigue levels [F (1.19 � 2.6, p � .1]
(all other p � .1). Follow-up of the interaction confirmed a
significant treatment effect in the G/G [F (1,11) � 6.83, p � .05,
�2 � .383] but not in the C/C group (F � 1) (Figure 3, bottom).
Accuracy in the placebo condition was not different between the
two genotype groups (F � 1.1, p � .3).

Details on order effects are provided in Supplement 1.
Multiple regression analyses showed that in the GG group, but

Figure 2. Percent prepulse inhibition (%PPI) for the two ge-
notype groups under the two treatment conditions. Bars rep-
resent SEM. PPI, prepulse inhibition.

d correct responses for the Letter Number Sequencing (bottom) for the two
ask an
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ot the CC group, tolcapone-induced PPI changes significantly
redicted tolcapone-induced performance improvements in the
NS but not in the n-back (Supplement 1). Table 3 shows the
earson’s correlations between placebo-tolcapone difference (�)
cores of both working memory tasks and percentage PPI at six
rial types, as well as �startle amplitude in pulse-alone trials for
he G/G genotype group.

ffects of rs4818 Versus rs4680
To investigate whether the effects of rs4818 were indepen-

ent of rs4680 polymorphism, we determined the val158met
tatus of our subjects. All GG individuals were val158 homozy-
otes, while from the CC subjects, five were met158 homozy-
otes, six were val/met, and one CC subject was val/val. To
xamine if the rs4680 status adds a differential effect in the C/C
s4818 group, we conducted a statistical comparison between
-met/met individuals and C-val carriers. Figure S2 in Supple-
ent 1 shows that PPI in the placebo condition was greater in the
/val compared with the C/met group (left) [Fgroup(1,10) � 33.9,
� .001, �2 � .790], while tolcapone-induced PPI reduction

right) was more profound in the C/val group [Fgroup(1,10) �
1.5, p � .008, �2 � .560]. The C/val group also presented with
reater startle increase and deterioration in mood (anger and
ension items) and LNS performance after tolcapone, although
one of these effects reached significance (.1 � p � .14).

iscussion

This is the first study to show that the rs4818 COMT polymor-
hism has an effect on human PPI and working memory and is
n important determinant of tolcapone effects on these functions.
ore specifically, we found that G/G subjects, who presumably
ave suboptimal PFC DA levels, have lower PPI than C/C
omozygotes in the placebo condition. Catechol-O-methyltrans-
erase antagonism by tolcapone significantly increased PPI in the
ormer and tended to have the opposite effect in the latter group.
enotype and tolcapone effects were evident on PPI at both
repulses at short (30 msec) through to longer (120 msec)

ntervals. These results are in perfect homology to previous
indings with the val158met polymorphism (21,26). Catechol-O-
ethyltransferase inhibition by tolcapone also improved perfor-
ance in both working memory tests in G/G but not in C/C
omozygotes, in perfect symmetry with its effects on PPI. The
egressions showed that tolcapone-induced improvements on
orking memory and PPI in G/G homozygotes correlated con-

iderably, as they had previously in val/val subjects (26).
In the placebo condition, the C/C subjects were faster in the

-back compared with the G/G homozygotes for similar accu-
acy of responses. Although this effect was weak, it is toward the
xpected direction, extending the influence of this polymor-
hism from problem solving and decision making (34) to work-

Table 3. Correlation Matrix Between Placebo-Tolcapon
%PPI at Six Trial Types, as Well as �Startle Amplitude in

75–30 75–60 75–120

LNS .224 .515a .306
n-Back RT �.050 �.252 �.262

Values represent Pearson’s correlation coefficients.
LNS, Letter Number Sequencing (total correct str

inhibition.
ap � .008.
bp � .003 [p correction for accumulation of alpha err
ng memory. These results highlight the functional implication
that synonymous polymorphisms might have in the complex
process of human cognition and confirm the importance of high
PFC DA levels on working memory (26,27,40,41). Accuracy does
not appear to be as sensitive as reaction time or PPI to the effects
of genotypes impacting PFC DA levels (rs4818 [present study] or
val158met [26,27]), despite the well-documented effects of the
latter in prefrontal efficiency (40,41). This apparent insensitivity
of the accuracy measure agrees with previous reports (26,27) and
may be due to an built-in ceiling effect on performance, since we
used well-functioning healthy volunteers (but see discussion
below).

After the functional val158met, the synonymous rs4818 COMT
polymorphism reported here is the second COMT polymorphism
determining PPI levels and working memory performance, as
well as tolcapone’s effects on these functions. Although the
rs4818 is a synonymous polymorphism, it tags a functional
haplotype that also includes the rs4680; Nackley et al. (3)
suggested that the G versus C allele of the rs4818 tag a greater
variability in the COMT activity compared with that of the val
versus met changes of the rs4680. We were able to present large
PPI differences between the C/met versus C/val groups, support-
ing the model as proposed by Nackley et al. (3). However, this
should be considered preliminary evidence, as small numbers
prohibit a comprehensive haplotype analysis. It is thus crucial for
future studies to examine the effect of haplotypes instead of
separately examining the effects of the rs4680 and rs4818 poly-
morphisms. Nevertheless, a rather consistent story is beginning
to emerge with the following being its major points. High PFC
DA levels are associated with higher PPI (this study, [21,26]) and
better working memory (26,27,40,41). Under conditions of
COMT inhibition, PPI and working memory of subjects with
suboptimal PFC DA improve, while in subjects with high PFC DA
they tend to deteriorate (this study, [26,27]). The robust treatment
by genotype effect observed in both PPI and working memory is
consistent with relatively lower PFC DA signaling in G/G (and
val/val) subjects and presumed benefit of enhanced PFC DA in
this context (40–44). The above support an inverted U-shaped
relationship between PFC DA and working memory on the one
hand and PFC DA and PPI on the other. The latter may underlie
the finding that baseline PPI levels are important for the effect of
dopaminergic drugs, as has been previously highlighted by
different research groups (17,37,45,46). The mechanism for
working memory, a PFC-mediated function, has been postulated
to be improved signal-to-noise ratio within the PFC (41), while
for PPI, a phenomenon mediated by subcortical mesolimbic
structures, the mechanism is not yet elucidated but it could
involve downstream effects of high tonic PFC DA levels on
phasic DA release in the nucleus accumbens, which is known to
mediate PPI ([47,48]; see [26] for a full discussion). Nevertheless,
PPI and working memory improvements seem to go hand in

erence (�) Scores of Both Working Memory Tasks and
-Alone Trials, for the G/G Genotype Group

5–30 85–60 85–120 Pulse-Alone

.637b .575b .371 .044

.148 �.196 �.147 .037

n-back RT, n-back total reaction time; PPI, prepulse

5:7) � .00714].
e Diff
Pulse

8

�

ings);
hand, possibly due to partially overlapping circuits, one common

www.sobp.org/journal
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ink being improvement in PFC DA levels. All the above support
revious claims that the PFC influences PPI levels and by

nference the early stages of attentional processing (15,16),
owever, the possibility for reciprocity also remains, i.e., that
fficient preattentive perceptual processing, as reflected in effi-
ient gating (improved PPI) may facilitate attentional allocation
o sensory inputs upstream in the PFC and by extension may
ptimize PFC function, e.g., working memory. This latter possi-
ility resonates with the classical view that deficient gating may
ause sensory overload and fragmentation of higher cognitive
unctions (49). Regardless of mechanisms involved, these find-
ngs have therapeutic implications in conditions with deficient
ating and working memory, such as schizophrenia, especially in
atients with high COMT activity (e.g., homozygotes of the G-val
aplotype).

Our findings cannot be attributed to differences in gender,
ge, education, IQ, smoking status, or basal EMG activity, since
he groups did not differ in this respect. We also tested and ruled
ut potential confounding effects from mood on the day of
esting and baseline startle. In agreement with previous reports
26,27), tolcapone had no effect activation and mood, suggesting
hat its beneficial effects on PPI and cognition would be expected
o occur in the absence of psychostimulant effects and abuse
otential.

Tolcapone increased startle reactivity arithmetically but not
ignificantly in both genotype groups. This is in contrast to our
revious study where tolcapone had significantly increased
tartle in the C/C homologous, met158 homozygotes (26). It is
ossible that a ceiling effect may underlie this discrepancy, as in
he present study startle was considerably greater in the high PFC
A C/C subjects in the placebo condition. Startle increases
uring negative mood states (50) and high PFC DA met158
omozygotes have reduced resilience to negative mood (51–53).
t is therefore possible that high startle in the C/C group may
eflect higher negative mood, especially in view of their worse
OMS profile and greater fatigue, which accounted for the
enotype difference in startle as evidenced by the analysis of
ovariance (ANCOVA). It appears that compared with G/G
ubjects, C/C individuals were generally more dysphoric and less
nthusiastic before the experimental session and tolcapone
orsened their mood, as evidenced by the nearly significant
rug by group interaction in the anger item of the POMS. In the
bsence of significant tolcapone effects on mood or startle, it is
ll the more important that in the C/C but not the low PFC DA
/G subjects, tolcapone-induced increase in startle correlated
ighly with the (also nonsignificant) tolcapone-induced in-
reases in negative mood as evidenced by the regressions. We
ad not found such an obvious genotype effect on startle
eactivity and mood in our previous study with met158 subjects
26), which suggests that either this effect is not very robust or,
ore interestingly, that C/C homozygotes may be more prone to

hese effects as they have greater PFC DA levels than met158
ubjects (3). It is relevant here that while high PFC DA C/C
omozygotes have superior problem-solving abilities compared
ith G/G homozygotes, they perform worse in emotional deci-

ion-making tasks where mood state becomes important (34). It
eems that a reason for the high frequency in the general
opulation of the cognitively disadvantaged G and val alleles of
he rs4818 and val158met COMT polymorphisms, respectively, is
hat the G/G and val/val homozygotes (who presumably have
uboptimal PFC DA levels) compensate with better integration of
motional stimuli; this may assist them with more flexible

ecision making, emotional resilience against negative and dys-

ww.sobp.org/journal
phoric mood (54), and possibly greater adaptability in social
settings.

Another interesting aspect of these results is that genotype
differences in mood/motivation on the day of testing may have
affected engagement, and thus performance, in working memory
tasks. Greater fatigue in C/C subjects would be expected to
reduce their putatively superior working memory task perfor-
mance in the placebo condition, thus masking a theoretically
expected genotype main effect in this condition, at least in the
less sensitive accuracy measure. It is interesting that compared
with G/G individuals, C/C subjects in the placebo condition
presented with (arithmetically) lower accuracy in the n-back.
Moreover, improved 3-back reaction time with tolcapone in the
C/C group (evidenced by significant treatment by difficulty
interaction) could be construed as impulsive responding, as it
was not accompanied by accuracy improvements. It is also
interesting that regressions (not shown) revealed that 34% and
26% of the variance in the n-back and LNS, respectively, in the
placebo condition in the C/C group were predicted by POMS
vigor and mood disturbance scores. The n-back might be more
prone to such motivational influences compared with the more
engaging LNS, which requires not only to store information but
also to reorder it according to preset rules. The possibility that
intolerance of negative mood in high PFC DA subjects (51–53)
could reduce motivation and thus interfere with performance
could explain why in some studies high PFC DA met158 ho-
mozygotes were, opposite to prediction, no better or even worse
in the n-back (55) or in the antisaccade task (56), which also
requires engagement. Passive or unattended PPI would be
relatively immune to such motivational influences, and in this
context, PPI may be a unique tool for the study of COMT effects
on task engagement, as it can be elicited under both passive
unattended (no task engagement required) and active controlled
conditions (task engagement required). Future studies should
test these issues with a priori hypotheses.

This is the first study to show that the synonymous rs4818
COMT polymorphism has an effect on human PPI, working
memory, and probably mood and determines the effects of
tolcapone on these functions. Importantly, these effects may be
additional to those of the rs4680. The study adds evidence to the
consistently emerging story of COMT activity affecting gating,
cognition, and mood. Because of small samples, one should
always be cautious for type I, or in fact, given our large effect
sizes, type II error. Therefore, caution is required until these
results can be confirmed in larger populations examining the
effect of COMT haplotypes affecting enzyme expression on PPI,
cognition, and mood. It would also be important to examine the
interaction of COMT haplotypes with tolcapone effects on PPI,
cognition, and mood in psychotic patients and high-risk subjects.
Given the importance of gating/cognitive deficits in the etio-
pathogenesis and course of psychotic and prodromal (57) or
high schizotaxia states (58), our studies suggest promising,
genotype-specific therapeutic implications.
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